






• 87% of viewers skip ads on Smartphone. 
• 75% skip ads on TV. 
• On an average, people watch 5.2 seconds 

of a 15-second ad and 7.2 seconds of a 
30-second ad

• Around 70% audience / viewers feel ad 
breaks distracts the flow of watching 
content.

• More than 80% of the audience/ viewers felt 
that  programs should not have ad breaks 

• The same percent (80%) of audience/ 
viewers expressed that since they switch 
to other programs in TV or skip ads in 
smartphone the purpose of ad to create 
awareness about the brand is defeated.

Traditionally, brands have been using advertisements as an effective way of 
promoting their brands using celebrities as Brand ambassador. However, due to 
the presence of multiple product categories and multiple brands within product 
categories, the viewers of today are bombarded with ads and information to that 
extent that viewers end up with solutions to avoid watching these ads by either 
channel surfing, skip ad or block ad.

Marketers have realized that to attract viewers towards the information 
pertaining to their brand, traditional ways of brand promotion i.e. advertisement 
will not work and some creative ways of brand promotions are required. This led 
to the introduction of concepts like product placement and branded content.

The author of this article studied 500 viewers in the age group of 18-35 in Mumbai 
during Jan-March 2020 and analyzed their perception about ads and branded 
content while watching a content .The study revealed that:

• 87% of viewers skip ads on Smartphone. 
• 75% skip ads on TV. 
• On an average, people watch 5.2 seconds of a 15-second ad and 7.2 seconds of a 

30-second ad
• Around 70% audience / viewers feel ad breaks distracts the flow of watching 

content.
• More than 80% of the audience/ viewers felt that  programs should not have ad 

breaks 
• The same percent (80%) of audience/ viewers expressed that since they switch 

to other programs in TV or skip ads in smartphone the purpose of ad to create 
awareness about the brand is defeated.

• The same viewers on being probed regarding viewing of branded content 
revealed that everyone (100%) enjoyed, felt engaged and connected with the 
brand while watching the branded content as they felt brand is well inserted 
in the storyline / content and it allows viewers to connect and engage with the 
brand. 

A creative way to connect and engage with viewers



• All the respondents found branded content in the form of articles, stories, 
videos, podcasts, web series, movies, songs, live events as exciting , 
entertaining and enriching.

This concept is fast catching the attention of entertainment /media production 
houses, brands and viewers (potential customers). A large number of such 
contents are available in different digital platforms with a large viewership. 

But the real question is 
• Are these branded contents generating business
• To what extent are they influencing viewers buying attitude
• How to measure the performance of these branded contents

In order to get answers to these specific questions, researchers need to probe 
whether the branded content was able to influence the following three attitudes 
of viewers. 
a. Cognitive attitude of viewers : Was this branded entertainment limited to  
 giving information or it created awareness and provide knowledge about  
 the brand functionality, brand image, brand philosophy etc. 

b. Affectionate attitude: Has the branded entertainment touched emotions of  
 viewers. 

c. Conative attitude (Intent to purchase and purchase): Was the branded   
 content strong enough to drive viewers purchase intention and ultimately  
 actual purchase.

The answer to these research questions are being probed in a Pan India study 
being conducted by department of Fashion Management study with 50 Brands 
and around 1000 millennial and Gen Z viewers participating in the study.

Participate in the study and watch out for study report!

INSTAGRAM OPENS UP BRAND CONTENT 
MARKETING FOR ALL USERS


























